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Sung   Hyup   Lee 
(Mentor:   David   Fernandez-Breton) 
Title:    Hindman-Ramsey   relations   for   abelian   groups 
Abstract:    Hindman's   theorem   tells   us   that   for   every   finite   colouring/partition   of   the   natural   numbers,   there   is   an   infinite 
subset   $X$   for   which   every   finite   subset   $X_0   \subset   X$   has   the   same   colour   for   $\sum   X_0$.   Certain   generalisations   of 
this   theorem   to   abelian   groups   are   known   to   fail   strongly   in   the   uncountable   case   but   an   example   exists   for   boolean 
groups   when   the   colouring   is   finite.   In   this   talk,   I   will   present   some   of   my   explorations   regarding   these   questions,   such   as 
using   different   partition   criteria,   examining   nonboolean   abelian   groups,   and   lower   bounds   for   the   cardinality   of   groups 
satisfying   the   desired   Hindman   relations. 
 
Izak   Oltman   &   Jaewon   Hur 
(Mentor:   Eduardo   Corona) 
Title:    Modeling   Ellipsoid   Collisions 
Abstract:    We   were   tasked   with   generalizing   rigid   body   collisions   of   spheres   to   rigid   body   collisions   of   ellipsoids.   We   will 
talk   about   how   the   collision   algorithm   (Linear   Complementarity   Problem)   works,   the   complexities   that   arise   from   dealing 
with   ellipsoids,   and   conclude   with   a   few   demonstrations.  
 
Dean   Young 
(Mentor:   Harm   Derksen) 
Title:    Calyx   Theory 
Abstract:    A   calyx   (multiplicative   lattice)   is   a   complete   lattice   endowed   with   the   structure   of   a   monoid   such   that 
multiplication   by   an   element   is   a   left   adjoint   functor   of   lattices   (equivalently,   a   left   adjoint   functor   which   preserves 
colimits).   Calyxes   are   a   generalization   of   the   set   of   ideals   of   a   ring,   which   form   a   complete   lattice   under   intersection   and 
summation;   in   conjunction   with   the   natural   multiplication   operation   (ideal   multiplication),   this   lattice   forms   a   calyx.   One 
can   axiomatize   the   submodules   of   a   module   similarly   to   arrive   at   the   definition   of   a   corolla   (module   lattice).   To   fit   the   talk 
within   the   allotted   time,   we   present   a   selection   of   our   work   dealing   with   "principal   elements"-   elements   in   a   calyx   which 
generalize   principal   ideals   of   a   ring.   This   begins   with   a   new   notion   of   morphism   in   the   category   of   corollas   over   a   given 
calyx,   the   exploration   of   which   leads   to   a   new   description   of   principal   elements   and   a   proof   that   weak   principal   is 
equivalent   to   principal.   We   characterize   principal   elements   in   the   calyx   of   a   Noetherian   ring   as   those   elements   in   the 
calyx   which   are   principal   ideals   (in   the   ordinary   sense)   after   localizing   at   any   given   prime   ideal. 


